It is well known that quantum codes can be constructed through classical symplectic self-orthogonal codes. In this paper, we give a kind of Gilbert-Varshamov bound for symplectic self-orthogonal codes first and then obtain the Gilbert-Varshamov bound for quantum codes. The idea of obtaining the Gilbert-Varshamov bound for symplectic self-orthogonal codes follows from counting arguments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, the theory of quantum error-correcting codes have been developed rapidly. Various constructions are given through classical coding. However, it is still a great challenge to construct good quantum codes. Shor and Steane gave the first construction of quantum codes through classical self-orthogonal codes. Subsequently, constructions of quantum codes through classical codes with certain self-orthogonality have been extensively studied and investigated. For instance, quantum codes can be obtained from Euclidean, Hermitian self-orthogonal or Symplectic self-orthogonal codes (see [1] , [2] , [6] , [11] , [12] , [13] ).
As in the classical coding theory, the quantum Gilbert-Varshomov (GV, for short) bound is also a benchmark for good quantum codes. The first quantum GV bound was obtained in [3] for the binary case. One year later, Ashikhmin and Knill [2] generalized the binary quantum GV bound to the q-ary case. In 2004, Feng and Ma [11] derived a finite version of Gilbert-Varanmov bound for classical Hermitian self-orthogonal codes and then applied to quantum codes to obtain a finite version of quantum GV bound.
In 1998, Macwilliams and Sloane [17] showed through counting arguments that binary self-dual codes can achieve the GV bound for classical case. In this paper, we use the counting arguments as well to show that classical symplectic self-orthogonal codes can achieve the GV bound and then apply to quantum codes to obtain the asymptotic quantum GV bound.
Our paper is organized as follows. We first recall some basic notations and results of symplectic slef-orthogonal codes in Section II. In section III, we present a kind of GV bound for symplectic self-orthogonal codes through counting arguments. In section IV, we apply our result obtained in Section III to quantum codes and derive the asymptotic quantum GV bound.
II. PRELIMNARIES
With the development of classical error-correcting codes, people have extensively studied the Euclidean inner product and investigated the Euclidean self-orthogonal codes. However, due to applications to quantum codes in recent years, other inner products such as Hermitian and symplectic inner products have attracted researchers in this area and many intersecting results have been obtained already. In this section, we introduce some basic results and notations about symplectic inner products and symplectic slef-orthogonal codes.
Let F q be a finite field with q elements, where q is a prime power. For four vectors a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ), b = (b 1 , . . . , b n ), a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ), b = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ F n q , the symplectic inner product , S is defined by
where , E is defined as the ordinary dot inner product (or Euclidean inner product). For an F q -linear code C in F 2n q , define the symplectic dual of C by
It is easy to show that dim
For an vector (a|b) = (a 1 , . . . , a n |b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ F 2n q , the symplectic weight is defined by :
For two vectors (a|b), (a |b ) ∈ F q 2n , the symplectic distance is defined by :
The symplectic minimum distance of a linear code C ∈ F 2n q is defined by
Then it is straightforward to verify that a [2n, k]-linear code C also satisfies the symplectic Singleton bound:
III. GILBERT-VARSHAMOV BOUND FOR SYMPLECTIC

SELF-ORTHOGONAL CODES
In the previous section, we saw the symplectic Singleton bound already. Similarly, we can derive the symplectic GV bound. However, for application to quantum codes, we are interested in a GV type bound for symplectic self-orthogonal codes. The main goal of this section is to derive such a bound through counting argument.
First, we have the following simple but useful observation.
Lemma 3.1: Every vector in F 2n q is orthogonal to itself with symplectic inner product.
Lemma 3.2: The number of symplectic self-orthogonal codes of length 2n and dimension k in the vector space F 2n q is given by
(III.1) Proof: For convenience, denote by A k the number of symplectic self-orthogonal codes of length 2n and dimension k and denote by C 2n,k a symplectic self-orthogonal code of length 2n and dimension k over F q . Then for k ≤ n, C 2n,k−1 can be extended to C 2n,k by adding a vector u ∈
On the other hand, by the above argument, we know that every symplectic self-orthogonal code of length 2n and dimension k − 1 is contained in a symplectic self-orthogonal code of length 2n and dimension k. Since every subspace of dimension k − 1 of C 2n,k is symplectic self-orthogonal and there are (q k − 1)/(q − 1) subspaces of dimension k − 1 in C 2n,k , we get a recursive formula
for k = 2, . . . n. The desired result follows from the above recursive formula and the fact that A 1 = q 2n −1 q−1 . Lemma 3.3: Given a nonzero vector u ∈ F 2n q , the number of symplectic self-orthogonal codes containing u of length 2n and dimension k is given by
(III.2) Proof: Similarly, we denote by C 2n,k (u) a symplectic self-orthogonal code containing u of length 2n and dimension k over F q and denote by B k (u) the number of such C 2n,k (u). Using the similar arguments as in lemma 3.2, we can establish the following recursive formula for B k (u),
The desired result follows from the above recursive formula and the fact that B 1 (u) = 1.
Proof: As B k (u) is independent of u, we denote by B k the number given in (III.2).
First, the number of nonzero vectors u of symplectic weight less than d is given by
On the other hand, there are at most wt S (u)<d B k (u) = V (2n, d)B k symplectic self-orthogonal codes with symplectic distance less than d. Therefore, there is at least one symplectic self-orthogonal code with symplectic distance at least d if A k > V (2n, d)B k . The desired result follows from this inequality and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Theorem 3.4 shows existence of symplectic self-orthogonal codes with good symplectic distance. However, to construct good quantum codes through symplectic self-orthogonal codes, we have to control symplectic dual distance for a given symplectic self-orthogonal code.
Lemma 3.5: For a given nonzero vector u ∈ F 2n q , the number E k of symplectic self-orthogonal codes C of length 2n and dimension k such that C ⊥ S contain u satisfies the following recursive formula
for any k ≥ 2, where B k is the quantity defined in (III.2). Proof: Let W be the symplectic dual space of u . Then C ⊥ S contains u if and only if C is a subspace of W . Thus, E k stands for the number of symplectic self-orthogonal codes C of length 2n and dimension k such that C ⊆ W . We denote by D k the number of symplectic self-orthogonal codes C of length 2n and dimension k such that u ∈ C ⊆ W . We also denote by F k the number of symplectic self-orthogonal codes C of length 2n and dimension k such that u ∈ C ⊆ W . Then it is easy to see that
Without confusion, we denote by C 2n,k a symplectic selforthogonal code of length 2n and dimension k over F q such that C ⊆ W . Then for k ≤ n, C 2n,k−1 can be extended to C 2n,k by adding a vector v ∈ W ∩ (C ⊥ S 2n,k−1 \ C 2n,k−1 ). Thus, we can obtain |C ⊥ S 2n,k−1 /C 2n,k−1 | − 1 = q 2n−2(k−1) − 1 (or q 2n−2(k−1)−1 − 1, respectively) distinct symplectic selforthogonal codes of length 2n and dimension k from C 2n,k−1 through this way if u ∈ C 2n,k−1 (or if u ∈ C 2n,k−1 , respectively).
On the other hand, by the above argument, we know that every symplectic self-orthogonal codes of length 2n and dimension k − 1 is contained in a symplectic self-orthogonal codes of length 2n and dimension k. Since every subspace of dimension k − 1 of C 2n,k is symplectic self-orthogonal and there are (q k − 1)/(q − 1) subspaces of dimension k − 1 in C 2n,k , we get a recursive formula
The desired reclusive formula follows. Corollary 3.6: Let E k stands for the same number defined in Lemma 3.5. Then one has
for all k ≥ 1.
Proof: We know that E 1 = q 2n−1 −1 q−1 . So it is true for k = 1. Now assume that the result is also true for k − 1. Then by Lemma 3.5, we have
This completes the proof. By using the same arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.4. we obtain the following result. Corollary 3.7:
.
IV. APPLICATION TO QUANTUM GILBERT-VARSHAMOV BOUND
For a quantum code Q, we denote by n(Q), K(Q), d(Q) length, dimension and minimum distance of Q, respectively. A fundamental domain U Q q ⊆ [0, 1] × [0, 1] is defined as follows. As in the classical coding theory, determining the domain U Q q is one of the central asymptotic problem for quantum coding theory. One can imagine that it is very hard to completely determine U Q q . Nevertheless, some bounds on U Q q have been given by many researchers [2] , [9] , [10] . A useful description of U Q q through a function α Q q was given by Feng-Ling-Xing [10] :
there exists a function α Q q (δ), δ ∈ [0, 1], such that U Q q is the union of the domain {(δ, R) ∈ R 2 : 0 ≤ R < α Q q (δ), 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1} with some points on the boundary α Q q (δ). Thus, determining U Q q is almost equivalent to determining the function α Q q (δ). To apply our results in the previous section, let us establish a connection between symplectic self-orthogonal codes and quantum codes. 
. Finally we are ready to derive the quantum GV bound. Theorem 4.4:
where H q (x) is the q-ary entropy function x log q (q − 1) − x log q x − (1 − x) log q (1 − x). Proof: Fix δ ∈ (0, 1). For every n ≥ 1/δ, denote by d the quantity δn . Then d/n tends to δ when n tends to ∞. Put k = log q d−1 i=1 n i (q 2 − 1) i + log q k + 1.
Then we have
. Hence, we have a q-ary quantum [[n, n − k, d]]-code by Corollary 4.3. Therefore, one has n − k n = 1 − k n → 1 − δ log q (q + 1) − H q (δ).
The proof is completed.
